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1. 
this invention relates to slip covers for up 

holstered furniture and has for its general object 
he provision of a cover made of relatively non 
Stretchable fabric material and so constructed 
that it can be neatly. and Snugly attached to any 
One of several sizes of a particular type or style 
of upholstered chair, such as, a club chair, sofa, 
and the like. 

Upholstered chairs of any particular type are 
usually made in many sizes and shapes and here 
tofore the art has been unable to make for such 
chairs a unitary slip cover composed of non 
Stretchable fabric material, and having sufficient 
universality as to enable it to readily and snugly 
fit all sizes of chairs of a particular type. The 
best the art could do was to make slip covers of 
non-stretchable fabric in several pieces or in 
numerous shapes, sizes and styles, each of which 
Was limited to a Small quantity and was suitable 
for application only to a particular size and style 
of chair or limited variations thereof. By reason 
of the obvious limitations of these covers, they 
never Were sold in large quantities to the public. 
As a result of this condition the art turned to 
the manufacture of slip covers from knitted ma 
terials as Such materials, by reason of their 
inherent resilient qualities, made it possible to 
produce slip covers which could cover a multi 
plicity of sizes and shapes of chair in a particular 
style. Covers made of knitted materials, how 
ever, have a limited appeal and a large propor 
tion of the public still prefers to use the tailor 
made type of slip cover made of non-stretchable 
fabric. Some attempts have been made recently 
to provide a satisfactory unitary cover of this 
type by incorporating stretchable or knitted ma 
terial With the non-stretchable fabric in the cover 
in Such manner that slight variations in size of 
a particular type of furniture may be taken care 
of. No one, however, so far as I am aware, has 
produced a satisfactory unitary chair cover, made 
entirely of non-stretchable fabric that will ac 
Complish the results of those covers made of 
knitted fabric. 
In accordance with this invention there is pro 

vided a unitary slip cover made entirely of non 
stretchable fabric and so constructed that it may 
readily be applied to any one of a number of 
sizes of chair of a particular type to give the 
Snug, neat, and attractive appearance character 
istic of tailor-made covers. 
A better understanding of the invention, as 

Well as the advantages and features thereof Will 
be had after a perusal of the following descrip 
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drawings, in which Fig. 1 is a front elevational 
view, partly in section, of a club chair provided 
with a slip cover made in accordance with the 
invention; Fig. 2 is a side elevational view, partly 
in section, of the chair and slip cover shown in 
Fig. 1; Fig. 3 is a rear elevational view of the 
covered chair shown in FigS. 1 and 2; Fig. 4 is a 
a view similar to Fig. 3 but illustrating the air 
rangement of the parts prior to the fastening of 
the back sections of the cover in position; Fig. 5 
is a top view of the cover with the Several Sections 
thereof Spread out to show its construction more 
clearly; Fig. 6 is a detailed view showing the type 
of fastening elements employed in connecting 
several of the sections together and Fig. 7 is a 
plan View of an arm compartment blank. 
The several Sections or panels of the unitary 

cover illustrated in the drawings are made of a 
non-stretchable fabric such as chintz, Cretonne, 
linen and the like, and include a seat panel A. 
which covers the front and top of the seat and 
is connected along its rear edge to the bottom 
edge of the back rest panel B. The combined 
length of the panels A and B is greater than the 
height of the back of the chair and the depth 
of the Seat, so that there is provided a surplusage 
of material which may be tucked in the crevice 
between the back and seat cushions of the chair, 
as is shown more clearly in Fig. 2 of the draw 
ings. The sides of the seat panel A diverge rear 
wardly so that the portion A' thereof which 
covers the front of the seat is substantially equal 
in width to such portion of the chair and the 
portion thereof which covers the top of the seat 
is sufficiently wide so that the side portions of 
the seat panel may be tucked into the crevices 
between the seat and arm cushions of the chair. 
The back rest panel B along its line of juncture 

with the seat panel A and for a distance approxi 
mately equal to the height of the arms of the 
chair above the seat cushion, is substantially 
equal in width to the rear edge portion of the 
seat panel to provide Sufficient material to be 
tucked into the crevices between the back and 
arm cushions. The panel B then flares outward 
ly to provide edge portions B, B' (see Fig. 5) 
to be tucked in between the back cushion and 
the tops of the arms of the chair and an upper 
portion B' which covers the upper part of the 

50 back Cushion. It Will be noted therefore that 
the side edges of the back rest panel B are en 
tirely free from the points to the points 2 
thereof (See Fig. 5) and are adapted to be tucked 
in between the back and arm cushions of the 

tion read in connection with the accompanying 65 chair from the seat panel to the upper outer 
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extremities of the crevices formed between such 
cushions. It will be noted also from Fig. 5 of 
the drawings, that the side edges of panel B 
along their entire lengths are free of or unat 
tached to the arm compartments or pockets. 
Connected to the side edges of the seat panel 

A are tWO arm pockets, each of which includes a 
panel C having an inner portion C. Which covers 
the inner Surface of a chair arm and is con 
nected at its lower edge to a side edge of the 
Seat panel A from the point, 3 to the point indi 
cated in Fig. 5 of the drawings. The inner por 
tions C of the arm panels C are sufficiently long 
to enable them to be tucked into the crevices 
between the Seat and arm cushions. The length 
of each of the arm panels C is such that they 
cover the inner, top and exterior surfaces of the 
arms and With the inner portions C’ thereof 
tucked in the Seat and arm cushions, terminate 
at their outer bottom edges along a line which 
is in line with the bottom edge of the portion A' 
Of the Seat panel A. The arm pockets are closed 
on their forward ends by the front arm panels 
ID which are joined to the panels. C from the 
pointS 3 around their top edges to the points. 3 
and with the side edges of the portion A' of the 
Seat panel, the lines of juncture of the panels 
D with panelis C and A' being covered with the 
binding material designated 5 in Figs. 1 to 3 and 
5 of the drawings. The arm panels C are so 
constructed that their free rear edges designated 
6 in Fig. 5 of the drawings, may be tucked be 
tWeen the crevices between the arm and back. 
cushions of the chair from the seat panel to 
the upper. Outer extremities of the crevices formed 
between such cushions, such edges 6 having an 
Outer. portion adapted to extend around the rear 
of the back of the chair together With the rear 
end-portions C'' of such panels, as is shown more 
clearly in Fig. 4 of the drawings,. Connected to 
the rear. end portions. C'' of panels C. and fiaps 
E which are of sufficient length to be brought 
into overlapping relation in the back of the chair 
(See Fig. 4). and one of. Which is provided along 
its outer edge with a series of pronged hooks 
(see Figs. 4 and 5) having the construction shown 
more clearly in Fig. 6 of the drawings, to Secure 
Such flaps in their Overlapped relation. 
A pleated skirt Fis connected to the bottom 

edges of the arm panels-C, the 3rim panels E3 and 
the portion A' of seat panel A to provide a cover 
ing for the lower portions of the front and sides 
of the chair. The skirt F has a length, equal to 
the combined lengths of the bottom edges of 
Such panels So that its ends. extend a short dis 
tance around the rear, of the chair as is...shown 
more clearly in FigS. 3 and 4 of the drawings. . 
The configuration of the panels C prior to their 

assembly in the slip cover is shown in Fig. 7 of 
the drawings. In this figure, the edge designated 
f is the edge by which the panel C is connected 
to the seat panel A. from the point to the point 
3 of the latter, while the edge designated 2 is 
that edge of panel C to which the pleated skirt 
F is connected. The edge of panel. C., which is 
connected to the front arm panel D. from the 
point 3 which is intermediate... the. height of the 
inner.side of Such panel, around the top of Such 
front panel-and along its outer side to the point 
4 of the latter, is the-edge-designated 3 in the 
blank. shown in Fig. 7. It will be understood 
from a comparison of Figs. 5 and 7 of the draw 
ings, that when the panels C and D. are assenoled 
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and the cover-placed on a chair, so that the lower 
edge 2 and the connected portion of skirt Fare 75 
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Substantially parallel with the floor (note Fig. 2), 
the lower edge portion of inner portion C" (along 
the edge ) will for in a gradually Widening poi 
tion of excess material fron the point 3 to the 
point , providing tuck-in naterial to be inseited 
in the crevice between the seat and arm cushions. 
This excess of material is indicated by the dotted 
line designated g in Fig. of the drawings. So 
also Will there be provided excess imaterial alo:ng 
the edge 6 of such panel to be tucked in the 
crevice between the airn and back cushio; as and 
such excess is indicated generally in Fig. 7 of the 
diaWings by the dotted line designated 5. 
Secured to the Sean between arm panels C and 

D at the points designated thereof, are ti;2 
StringS G. Which are adapted to be tied around 
the front legs of the chair, as is shown in Figs. 
1 and 2 of the drawings, to fix the cover with 
relation to Such legs. 
Connected to the back rest panel B along the 

covered seam indicated by the reference numeral 
8 aire a pair of rear panels H and I. The top and 
the upper portions of the outer edges of such 
panels H and i are connected to the top and side 
edges of the portion B' of panel B and the upper 
pOrtions of the inner edges of panels H. and 
are connected together, thereby forming a pocket 
into which the upper portion of the back of the 
chair may be inserted. The two panels H and I 
are provided along the free portions of their 
Outer edges with a plurality of fastening hooks 
9 similar in construction to the hook illustrated 
in Fig. 6 of the drawings, and adapted to be en 
gaged with the portions of panels C and skirt F. 
which extend around the back of the chair. The 
hooks 9 are Secured in place so that the free oute 
edgeportions of panels H and I will extend along 
the reair Outer edges of the back of the chair 
from the upper outer extremities of the crevices 
between the arm and back cushions to points in 
alignment. With the bottoin edge of the skiirt, F. 
The panels Ei and I are so dimensioned that the 
free portions of their inner edges may be brought 
into overlapping relation, one of the inner edges 
of such panels, for example the inner edge ci 
panel I, being provided With fastering hooks 3 
Similar in construction to fastenel hooks i, to 
enable the inner edge portions of such panels to 
be secured in overlapping relation. 

In attaching the above described slip cover to 
a chair, the pocket formed at the upper end of 
panel B by panels H and I is inserted over the 
top edge of the back of the chair, and while main 
taining the seam 8 in proper position along the 
top of the chair back, the free side edges of panel 
B are tucked into the crevices between the back 
cushion and the top and side cushions of the arms 
of the chair. The arm compartments are then 
placed in position over the arms of the chair and 
the excess material between the portions C' 
thereof and the seat panel A are tucked between 
the seat and inner arm cushions. The surplus 
material formed by panels A and B is then tucked 
into the crevice between the seat. and back 
cushions of the chair. The tie members may at 
this time be secured around the front legs of the 
chair in the manner illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 of 
the drawings, to fix the forward bottom edges of 
the cover. in position relative to the chair. The 
side flapS attached to panels C of the arm are 
brought into overlapping relation around the 
back of... the chair and while under tension, are 
Secured in OVerlapping. relation by the fastening 
hooks.7 (see Fig. 4). The rear edge portions 6 of 
the arm compartments are then tucked into the 
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crevices between the back cushion and the top 
and inner side cushions of the arms of the chair. 
The chair cover is then in the condition illus 
trated in Fig. 4 of the drawings. To complete the 
attachment of the cover, the fastening members 
9 of panels H and I are secured to the material 
of arm panels C along the side rear edges of the 
chair and then the inner edges of panels H and I 
are brought into overlapping relation. . With 
panels H and I held in Snug, overlapping relation, 
the fastening hooks fo on the inner edge of panel 
I are engaged with the material of panel H. The 
cover Will then be in the condition illustrated 
in FigS. 1 to 3 of the drawings. 

It will be understood from the foregoing that 
the cover of this invention, which is preferably 
made to fit the dimensions of the largest size of 
chair in any particular style, can be Snugly and 
neatly fitted on chairs of a similar type, but 
having smaller dimensions which may vary over 
a considerable range. This is accomplished be 
cause the cover is so constructed that surplus 
material along the free sides of the arm and back 
cushion panels and between such panels and the 
Seat panel can be tucked into the crevices of the 
cushions between the arm, back and seat of the 
chair and such surplus material as may appear 
along the outer sides and rear of the chair can 
be taken up by the flaps E and panels H and I. 
Thus no unsightly bulges or folds of material will 3 
appear at the rear of the arms, the sides of the 
chair or the back of the chair and the cover will 
give the same neat, smart appearance that is 
characteristic of tailor-made covers. By reason 
of the flaps, the tucked in portions and the tie : 
members G, the cover will not become disarranged 
on the chair or lose its perfect fitting appearance 
through usage. -' 
While a preferred form of the invention has 

been described and illustrated, it will be under 
stood that such disclosure is by way of illustra 
tion only since many changes and modifications 
can be made therein. Without departing from the 
spirit of the invention. These changes may in 
clude changes in material, the substitution of 
equivalents for the elements herein disclosed and 
the production of covers embodying only some of 
the features of my novel construction. Hence I 
do not wish to limit myself strictly to the dis 
closure and desire to include any slip covers which 
come within the scope of the appended claims. 
I claim: 
1. A slip cover having a body portion compris 

ing covering portions for the back rest and rear 
of the chair and a seat panel connected to the 
lower end of said back rest portion, arm panels 
connected to said body portion in the region of 
said seat panel and being free of said back rest 
and rear covering portions, each of Said arm 
panels being irregularly shaped and having an 
inner side edge whose length is less than the 
length of a side edge of Said seat panel and which 
is secured to the latter from the rear edge 
of such seat panel to a point short of the front 
edge of said seat panel, a front edge con 
nected throughout its entire length to a front 
face panel along a line extending from said point 
which is positioned intermediate the height of the 
inner side of Such front face panel, around the 
top of such face panel and along its outer side to 
the lower edge thereof, an outer side edge ex 
tending from the front face panel to the rear of 
the chair and a free rear edge adapted to be 
tucked in the crevice between the arm and back 
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edge defining an angle greater than 90 and con 
taining therebetween Surplus material to be 
tucked into the crevices between the arm, back 
and seat cushions, a front face panel connected 
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as aforesaid to said arm panel and to the side 
edge of said seat panel from the front end of the 
inner side edge of the arm panel to the front 
edge of the seat panel, whereby the front edge of 
said seat panel, the lower edges of Said front face 
panels and the Outer side edges of Said arm panels 
are in Substantial alignment, a skirt panel con 
nected to the said aligned edges, extensions pro 
vided on said arm panels intermediate said outer 
side edge and said free rear edge and adapted to 
be drawn around to the back of the chair, fasten 
ing means for adjustably fastening said exten 
Sions at the back of the chair with the outer cow 
ering portions of said arm panels under tension, 
and a rear covering portion overlapping and Con 
cealing said extensions. 

2. A slip cover having a body portion compris 
ing covering portions for the back rest and rear of 
the chair and a seat panel connected to the lower 
end of said back rest portion, arm panels con 
nected to said body portion, each of said arm 
panels having an inner side edge Secured to a side 
edge of said seat panel, a front edge connected to 
the side and top edges of a front face panel, an 
outer side edge, a rear edge adapted to be tucked 
into the crevice between the arm and back cush 
ions of the chair and a Second rear edge in the 
outer covering portion of said arm panel and be 
ing unconnected to and free from the body por 
tion of the cover, the length of the outer cover 
ing portion of said arm panel being such as to 
enable the said second rear edge to be drawn 
around to the back of the chair, front face panels 
connected as aforesaid to said arm panels and to 
the forward end of said seat panel, the front edge 
of said seat panel and the lower edges of said 
front face panels being in substantial alignment, 
a skirt panel connected to said aligned edges and 
extending around the sides of the chair to the 
back thereof, the rear ends of Said skirt panelbe 
ing disconnected, and means for adjustably fas 
tening the rear ends of the Outer portions of said 
arm panels and said skirt panel at the rear of 
the chair. 

3. A slip cover comprising covering portions 
for the backrest and rear of the chair, a seat 
panel connected to the lower end of said backrest 
portion, the upper ends of said backrest and rear 
covering portions being connected to form a 
pocket for the top of the chair back and the 
major part of the outer side edges of such cover 
ing portions being unconnected, so that in the 
flat spread condition of the cover, said backrest 
and rear covering portions and said seat panel are 
in substantial alignment, Said backrest covering 
portion from its juncture with said seat panel 
and for a distance approximately equal to the 
height of the chair arms being substantially equal 
in width to the rear edge portion of the seat 
panel and then flaring OutWardly toward said rear 
covering portion to the pocket formed by said 
backrest and rear covering portions, a pair of 
arm covering panels for covering the inner and 
Outer Surfaces of the chair arms, each of Said 
arm panels being secured along its inner side 
edge to a side edge of the seat panel, the remain 
ing edges of said arm panels being free of and un 
connected to said backrest and rear covering por 
tions and said seat panel, so that in the said 

cushions, said inner side edge and said free rear 75. Spread condition of the cover, such arm panels 
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extend transversely from the side edges of Said 
seat panel below the line of juncture of said Seat 
panel with said backrest covering portion, front 
face panels for covering the fronts of the chair 
arms, the front edges of said arm panels Sub 
stantially enclosing and being connected to Said 
front face panels, the outer portions of Said arm 
panels having extensions adapted to be drawn 
around to the back of the chair and fastening 
means for adjustably fastening Such extensions 
at the back of the chair under a Strain. Such as to 
maintain the Outer portion of the arm panels 
covering the outer Surfaces of the chair ariins 
Snugly against the latter, the rear covering poi 
tion being of such a size as to be in Overlapping 
relation. With Such extensions when the cover is 
assembled on a chair. 

4. A slip cover for an overStuffed chair having 
arms, said cover having a body portion compris 
ing covering portions for the back rest and rear 
Cf the chair and a seat panel connected to the 
lower end of Said back rest portion, arm panels 
connected to said body portion, each of Said arm 
panels being made from an irregularly shaped 
blank having an inner Side edge Secured to a Side 
edge of Said seat panel, a front edge connected to 
the side and top edges of a front face panel for a 
chair arm, an outer side edge extending from said 
front face panel and along a side of the chair to 
the rear of the chair, a rear edge in the Outer cow 
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ering portion of said arm panel, said rear edge 
in the blank form of said arm panel, being dis 
posed at an obtuse angle with respect to Said 
outer side edge and extending from the latter a 
distance less than half the distance between Said 
outer side edge and said inner side edge, the 
length of the Outer covering portion of Said arm 
panel in the region defined by said rear edge be 
ing such as to enable the latter to be dra Wnto 
ward the back of the chair to cover at leaSta. Side 
of Such chair, and a fifth edge of Said arm panel 
extending from said rear edge of said inner side 
edge, said fifth edge being concavely shaped ad 
jacent to said real edge and the material Of Said 
fifth edge being adapted to be tucked into the 
crevices between the arm and back of the chair, 
front face panels for said arms connected as 
aforesaid to said arm panels and to the forward 
end of Said Seat panel so that the front edge of 
Said seat panel and the lower edges of Said front 
face panels are in Substantial alignment, a skirt 
depending from Said aligned edges and extending 
around the Sides of the chair to the back thereof, 
the rear ends of said skirt being separable from 
one another, and means for adjustably position 
ing and holding said rear edges of Said arm panels 
and the rear ends of Said skirt. On the chair With 
the Outer COWering portions of Said arm panels 
and Said skirt drawn over the Sides of the chair. 

HEODORE WARANCH. 


